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Abstract—System level simulations of large 5G networks are essential to evaluate and design algorithms related to network issues such as scheduling, mobility management, interference management, and cell planning. In this paper, we look back to the idea of spatial indexing and its advantages, applications, and future potentials in accelerating large 5G network simulations. We introduce a multi-level inheritance based architecture which is used to index all elements of a heterogeneous network (HetNet) on a single geometry tree. Then, we define spatial queries to accelerate searches in distance, azimuth, and elevation. We demonstrate that spatial indexing can accelerate location-based searches by 3 orders of magnitude. Further, the proposed design is implemented as an open source platform freely available to all.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supporting the expected cellular traffic growth is one of the main tasks for the next generation (a.k.a “5G”) wireless cellular networks and densification is one of the main technologies to achieve such growth [1]. A key driver for densification in the next 5-10 years will be small base stations (SBSs) operating at millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies. These SBSs will also support conventional communication below 6 GHz (Sub6GHz) frequencies and possibly use mmWave for the backhauling as well as some user equipment (UE) connections. Furthermore, due to propagation features in mmWave bands, usage of highly directional antennas at the transceivers is a necessity [2]. Hence, 5G will contain directional heterogeneous networks (HetNets) with large number of nodes working on different frequency bands.

In the development and standardization of 5G, simulations are necessary to implement and design new algorithms and protocols. Considering the above features of 5G, system-level simulations need platforms which deliver accurate results in short time in large HetNets. These simulations are needed to evaluate the performance of scheduling algorithms, mobility managements procedures, interference management methods, and cell planning algorithms [3].

In simulation of large networks, operations that require searches over various nodes of the network may be extremely time consuming, where spatial indexing has been one of the methods to address this issue [4]. In fact, spatial indexing has been used instead of traditional array indexing in order to accelerate location-based searches in the simulation of large homogeneous networks such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Wireless sensors are indexed based on their location on a geometry tree to provide fast search queries. This method can not be trivially applied in HetNets since a single geometry tree cannot be used for spatial indexing of different nodes. In this paper, first, we propose a multi-level inheritance based structure to be able to store different nodes of a HetNet on a single geometry tree. The proposed structure is polymorphic in a sense that different levels of a node can be accessed via dynamic casting [5]. Second, we focus on potentials of spatial indexing in accelerating the simulation of directional communications. We introduce different spatial queries and show that spatial indexing significantly accelerates simulation time in orders of magnitude when it comes to location-based searches over azimuth, and elevation as well as its traditional usage in searches over distance.

A. Motivation

Traditional wireless network simulators such as Network Simulator (NS-2, NS-3) [6, 7] do not take into consideration the relationship between a terminal and its location in the indexing procedure. In other words, nodes are indexed based on features such as identification numbers or the order in which they are added to the network. Nodes are simply stored in an array (array indexing) and there is no pre-processing (sorting or classification) based on the location of the nodes. Consequently, in a network with \( n \) nodes, the search size of any algorithm related to the location of the nodes equals the total number of the nodes in the network, i.e., \( O(n) \). Hence, if all nodes run such an algorithm, the exhaustive search complexity would be \( O(n^2) \). This is important since in dynamic wireless networks, location-dependent searches are called frequently in simulations. Examples of location-dependent searches in a simulation environment are: finding the nearest neighboring users for association or handover purposes, finding the k-nearest neighboring BSs for coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission, or finding the potential interferers to evaluate signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of a communication link. While the above searches are defined over distance, in mmWave applications the direction of communication is important as well. This means searching over distance, azimuth, and elevation at the same time which can increase the complexity of the overall algorithm significantly. In practice, decreasing the order of search complexity...
can potentially change the computation time from hours to seconds of computation in large networks. In order to achieve this goal, location-transparency can be changed into location-dependency in the indexing of nodes [8]–[10]. To this aim, spatial indexing has been used in homogeneous networks with the intent of accelerating distance queries. In this work, we take advantage of polymorphic programming to use spatial indexing in heterogeneous cellular networks and to provide fast spatial search queries in distance, azimuth, and elevation.

B. Related Works

There are several open-source simulators developed for different purposes in wireless networks. In this category, with the focus on open-source platforms, we have Network Simulators (NS-2, NS-3) [6], [7], OMNET++ [11], J-Sim [12], and SHOX [13] platforms. These common simulators focus on preparing a platform for design and evaluation of communication protocols in the network layer or layers above it. The physical layer modules in the above platforms are not appropriate for mmWave or directional communications. The full-stack mmWave module proposed by [14] alleviates this shortcoming, by adding this module to the NS-3 platform for support of the mmWave communications. The physical-layer module presented by [14] is extensive. However, the added module is built on the core of the NS-3 and is not designed to calculate directional interference in networks with dynamic topology. Nevertheless, none of the above simulators takes advantage of spatial indexing. In fact, the nodes of the network are simply stored in an array.

Spatial indexing has been used in two major applications in wireless communications: (i) location-aware data indexing in wireless broadcast systems and (ii) location-dependent indexing in simulation platforms. Location awareness is naturally the first step of context-awareness in broadcast systems and spatial indexing is used in wireless broadcast systems where efficient indexing of data segments is essential for mobile users to find their required query from the broadcast data [15]–[17]. Apart from the application of spatial indexing in broadcast systems, its advantage in simulation environments has been noticed in a few works [18], [19]. Fast distance query of spatial indexing is used in high fidelity large-scale simulation of wireless communications [18]. Also, [19] changed the indexing procedure of NS-3 in the simulation of a large-scale (more than 1000 nodes) vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) to provide fast distance queries as well. However, wireless networks and more specifically cellular networks are heterogeneous. This means elements of the network can vary from macro base stations to small base stations and mobile users. Further, there are certain phenomena that need to be considered in system-level simulations such as blockages. Also, in 5G, features of millimeter-wave communications such as directionality changes the complexity of location-dependent searches. In fact, search queries are not just in distance but also in azimuth and elevation as well. Therefore, we need an architecture that uses spatial indexing in a HetNet and supports the above features. In the following, we introduce a generic architecture that uses multi-level inheritance and polymorphism to enable indexing a heterogeneous network on a single geometry tree. Then we evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture with respect to traditional array indexing.

It is worth mentioning that acceleration of high-fidelity wireless communication simulations has been investigated through geography-based partitioning for parallel implementation on multiple processors as well [20]. However, parallel computing is not the focus of this work.

II. SPATIAL INDEXING AND QUERIES IN HETNETS

In this section, we first introduce the architecture which enables us to use spatial indexing for a HetNet. Then, the indexing procedure and the defined spatial queries are explained.

A. Architecture

In order to store heterogeneous nodes on a single geometry tree, nodes of the network need to be represented just by their geometry. In fact, the elements of the network are abstracted as polygons regardless of their higher level nature which can be a UE, BS, or even a blockage. The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1. All the elements of the network are generated based on inheritance from an object named Node. The Node object contains location and geometry (length, width, and height) of the elements and is the lowest level in the platform and is stored on the geometry tree. Node is inherited by the TRX and the Blockage objects. The TRX object contains related parameters to a transceiver such as the carrier frequency, transmit power, and antenna properties. Also, the TRX contains an independent standard thread with signal-slot capabilities. The signal-slot methods are used to implement message-passing and event-based processes such as asynchronous procedures of the network. Wireless sensors, mmWave or Sub6GHz BSs, and UEs can be generated by inheriting from the TRX. The blockage objects are generated by directly inheriting from

![Fig. 1: The proposed multi-level architecture. Location and geometry properties of elements of the network are abstracted in the Node object. The Container stores the elements of the network on a geometry tree. From the view of the geometry tree, all elements are the same and represented as polygons. The Network basically represents any wireless network which can be a WSN, mmWave, or an integrated access and backhaul (IAB) network.](image-url)
The Node. The proposed design consists of a class named Container which is used to manage all the created nodes in the simulation. The Container holds a geometry tree which indexes all the generated elements and provides the spatial queries over the geometry tree. Since just the Node data is saved on the geometry tree, one single tree can be used for any type of element in the network. The designed architecture and indexing procedure is applicable to any object-oriented language that supports multilevel inheritance. However, the code snippets that we use are based on C++ language.

B. Indexing a HetNet With single Geometry Tree

In order to use spatial indexing, a proper spatial data structure should be selected. Most of the spatial data structures work based on the principle of space partitioning and storing data on a tree-like structure such as R-tree or K-d tree [21]. K-d tree can only contain points and does not handle adding and removing points. However, in R-tree nodes are represented as polygons. Since, we need to provide dimensions for the nodes of the network as well as dynamic removal of them, we use R-tree [22] for spatial indexing. R-tree is a geometry tree proposed by Guttman as a dynamic indexing structure designed for spatial searching in multi-dimensional datasets. Basically, R-tree groups the objects using minimum bounding rectangles (MBR). Objects are added to an MBR within the index that will lead to the smallest increase in its size. R-tree records the indices in its leaf nodes with pointers to the data objects as in Fig. 2(a). Data objects refer to the polygons of the elements of the network which is detailed below. Further, by defining $M$ as the maximum number of entries in an element of the tree and $n$ as the size of the HetNet, the average search complexity of R-tree is $O(\log_M n)$. A representation of the R-tree and MBRs over a HetNet is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively.

According to Fig. 2(a), the leaf nodes store data objects related to the elements of the network. The data objects are 2-tuples containing first the location of the element, and second a pointer to the Node object of the element. We name the 2-tuple, value pairs in the code snippets. We define the following value pair as the input of the R-tree.

```cpp
typedef pair<point, shared_ptr<Node>> value;
```

According to the above, an element of the network is added to the R-tree based on its location (point variable) and a pointer (shared_ptr) to its Node object and the R-tree indexes the elements of the network based on their corresponding locations. Fig. 3(a) shows the value pairs of MBRs R14 and R15 defined in Fig. 2(a). For details of inserting elements to the R-tree see Appendix A.

C. Spatial Queries

A spatial query is a query which considers the spatial relationship between the elements of the network such as relative location-based searching, k-nearest neighbors, and ray tracing. Spatial queries have significant applications in map servers where there are continuous queries over the database based on the location of the objects. Google Maps and Quantum Geographic Information Systems (QGIS) are examples of applications which use spatial queries frequently. Considering the above, any location-dependent search can be defined as a spatial query over the polygons of the elements of the network. For instance, finding fixed-radius neighbors can...
be defined as a circle-shaped polygon query over the nodes of the network. Therefore, we can represent the association of users to base stations as a spatial query. The same applies to finding the potential interferers in a certain direction which can be stated as a triangular-shaped polygon query. In the following, we describe these queries.

After inserting all the elements (BSs, UEs, blockages) in the R-tree, any element is able to define customized spatial queries over the network. The general format of a spatial query is defined as follows.

```
m_tree.query(Condition, Results)
```

In the above, the `Condition` can be any function defined based on the `point` variables. `Results` is a standard vector containing the `value` pairs of the elements that their locations satisfy the defined `Condition`. Due to the indexing method, any query over the network results in a vector containing pointers to `Node` objects. In order to derive the higher levels of a `Node` object, for example a mmWave BS from the pointer of its `Node`, we use `dynamic_cast` as in Fig. 3(b). It is important to note that since we use downcasting to derive classes from the shared pointer of the `Node`, the `Node` class should be polymorphic [5], i.e., `Node` should at least contain one virtual method.

Here, we use spatial queries to define two common location-dependent searches in wireless networks: search for fixed-radius near neighbors and search for interferer BSs residing in the boresight of a receiver. However, any customized query can be defined as well. The two queries are implemented as follows.

(i) Fixed-radius near neighbors: This query is used in association, coordination, and routing problems. The `Condition` for this query is written based on the euclidean distance from the desired point. In fact, any point that is in distance `R` of the desired point is in a circular polygon with radius `R` around the desired point. If the MBR of any element of the network intersects with the defined circular polygon, then the element is in distance `R` of the desired point (center of the circular polygon). In the following the elements located in the defined distance `R` of the `desired` point are derived.

```
// Defining the result vector
1 std::vector<Result> results;

// The desired location
2 point desired(xx, yy);

// Defining the result vector
3 m_tree.query(bg::satisfies([&](value const & v){
   return bg::distance(v.first, sought)<R;}),
   std::back_inserter(results));
```

(ii) Directional interferer neighbors: This query is used for SINR calculation of a directional wireless link. In another terms, search for neighbors in distance and azimuth (or elevation) at the same time. In directional communications, the power received at the receiver depends on the combined antenna gain of the receiver and transmitter. Directional communication is viable with large antenna arrays and using different MIMO transmission techniques such as fully digital, analog or hybrid beamforming. Here, we use the sectored-pattern antenna gain shown in Fig. 4(a) which is practically accepted for single stream analog beamforming [2]. In order to accurately calculate the antenna gain at a receiver, we need to figure out if the interfering transmitter is in the main lobe of the receiver or not. We solve this problem with a polygon query. In order to define this query, we define a triangular polygon estimating the area in which the BSs causing interference are located as in Fig. 4(b). The nodes residing inside the triangular polygon are in the main lobe of the receiver. After finding the interfering nodes, we can initiate the same query from the interfering nodes to see if the receiver is in its main lobe as well. This query can be implemented as follows.

```
// Defining the result vector
1 std::vector<Result> results;

// Performing the query to search for any node intersecting with the derived polygon.
2 m_tree.query(bg::intersects(triangular_polygon),
   std::back_inserter(results));
```

In the above, the `triangular_polygon` is defined for a transmitter-receiver pair based on the direction of transmission, beamwidth, and the maximum transmission range according to Fig. 4(b). The neighbors whose MBR intersect with the `triangular_polygon` are returned in the `results` vector. By using `dynamic_cast` the TRX related object of the neighbors can be derived. Finally, the interference can be calculated based on the interference model of the network. It is worth mentioning that the polygon query can be used for other purposes such as user association for BSs which have multiple sectors as well.

### III. Simulation Acceleration with Spatial Indexing

The goal of this section is to compare the performance of spatial indexing versus array indexing in location-dependent searches in large directional wireless networks. The network under study contains mmWave SBSs which are distributed with fixed density of 100 SBS/Km². We assume SBSs are equipped with directional antennas. Without loss of generality, we assume all SBSs are on the same horizon plane. Thus, we do not consider beams variations in the elevation and define the antenna gain pattern with widely-adopted sectorized-pattern as [2], [23].

Generally, in cellular communication, the measured signal at a receiver is a combination of the desired signal, the interference, and noise, hence SINR. In mmWave communications,
In this paper, we propose the use of spatial indexing in system-level evaluation of 5G heterogeneous cellular networks. We introduced an inheritance based polymorphic architecture which enables us to index a wireless heterogeneous network with a single R-tree. This structure enables us to take advantage of spatial queries to accelerate simulation of large-scale directional heterogeneous wireless networks. Researchers can use spatial indexing in their platforms to accelerate system-level simulations enormously. Acceleration can be achieved in any search defined in distance, azimuth or even elevation. Further, due to the ability of considering the blockage, spatial indexing can accelerate system-level simulations which account for the spatial correlation of blocking such as [26]. Another main application of spatial indexing...
could be generating training data sets of accurate SINR values in millimeter-wave communications for machine learning purposes. Further, spatial indexing can accelerate simulation in multiple applications such SINR evaluations in ad-hoc networks, routing, clustering, implementation of self-organizing networks (SONs) [27], and generating communication graphs. We are currently developing an open-source platform based on the introduced structure in Fig. 1 which implements some of the applications of spatial indexing in [28].

APPENDIX A

INSERTION TO THE R-TREE

In order to implement the R-tree, we have used the Boost C++ libraries. Further, we define two variables representing the location and the dimensions of an element of the network respectively as point and box variables. Without loss of generality, we assume point has two-dimensions. The point variable can be defined for three-dimensional data if the height of the elements of the network is important as well. Also, the point variable is defined over float data type to accelerate the simulations as follow.

```cpp
namespace bg = boost::geometry;
namespace bgm = boost::geometry::model;
typedef bgm::point< float, 2, bgm::cs::cartesian > point;
typedef bgm::box< point > box;
```

The Node contains the above definitions as the geometry information of elements of the network as their polygon represented as the box variable. As it is mentioned in Section 11.3B leaves of the R-tree hold the information as value pairs. After creating an object, the corresponding value pair is created and inserted in the tree. Here, we create a mmWave BS as an example.

```cpp
int main() {
    // Generate R-tree
    namespace bgI = boost::geometry::index;
    bgI::treen<value, bgI::quadratic<>> m_tree;
    boost::shared_ptr<mmWaveBS> BS;

    // Insert the BS to the tree.
    // In the first line above, the m_tree is created as an R-tree over the defined value pairs. The second and third line create a mmWaveBS and set its location, i.e., x, y. Finally, the created mmWaveBS is inserted to the tree with its corresponding value in line four (The mmWaveBS contains the get_loc() method which returns the location of the object in point format.). Also, mmWaveBS is inherited from the Node, there is no need to cast it to the Node object.
```
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